PROVIDING CHOICE AND/OR VARIETY DURING A MEAL: IMPACT ON VEGETABLE LIKING AND INTAKE
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ABSTRACT

Out-of-home catering services frequently offer consumers the opportunity to choose their foods from among different proposals and/or provide consumers with a variety of food. The aim of the present study was to assess the impact of choice and/or variety on food liking and food intake. Fifty-nine normal-weight adults were recruited under the condition that they equally liked three vegetable recipes (green beans with butter, zucchinis with olive oil, spinach with cream). Volunteers participated in four sessions at lunch time. In the no-choice/no-variety condition, volunteers were served one dish randomly selected from among the three. In the no-choice/variety condition, volunteers were served all three dishes. In the choice/no-variety condition, participants chose one dish from among the three dishes. In the choice/variety condition, volunteers chose as many dishes as they desired from among the three dishes. Results showed that providing choice increased vegetable liking and vegetable intake, while offering a variety of vegetables only increased their liking. No synergy effect between choice and variety was observed on vegetable liking and vegetable intake (i.e. the effect in the choice/variety condition was not significantly higher than the effects in no-choice/variety and the choice/no-variety conditions).
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HIGHLIGHTS

Providing choice increases vegetable liking.

Providing variety increases vegetable liking.

Providing choice increases vegetable intake.
INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, out-of-home catering provides individuals some degree of freedom regarding food selection: it is common that people select their dishes from among several proposals (e.g. choice of one starter among several) and/or combine several alternatives for the same course (e.g. selecting two side dishes for the main course). Consequently, people often face a choice situation (e.g. making a decision about the food to be consumed) and/or a variety situation (e.g. being exposed to multiple foods). However, both choice and variety have been demonstrated to influence food liking and food intake.

Food choice is defined as providing the opportunity for an individual to select the food he or she wants to consume (Parizel et al., 2016). Several authors have observed a positive effect of providing food choice on food liking and/or food intake in adults (King, Meiselman, & Henriques, 2008; King, Meiselman, Hottenstein, Work, & Cronk, 2007; King, Weber, Meiselman, & Lv, 2004), children (Altintzoglou et al., 2015; de Wild, de Graaf, Boshuizen, & Jager, 2015; Rohlf's Domínguez et al., 2013; Zeinstra, Koelen, Kok, van der Laan, & de Graaf, 2010) and elderly individuals (Kremer, Derks, Nijenhuis, Boer, & Gorselink, 2012; Nijs, Graaf, Kok, & Staveren, 2006). For instance, Altintzoglou et al. (2015) observed a positive effect of choice on fish liking when children (11-12 years old) chose the fish they wanted to taste from among two alternatives, compared to a no-choice situation in which children were assigned one of the two fishes. Rohlf's Domínguez et al. (2013) observed a 120 % increase in vegetable intake when children (Spanish, 4-6 years old) were allowed to choose the vegetable they wanted to consume for their school lunch from among two alternatives, compared to a no-choice situation. Recently, we observed that providing choice led to an increase in both food liking and food intake when French adults were allowed to choose the dessert they wanted to consume from
among three alternatives, compared to a situation in which they were randomly assigned one of the three (Parizel et al., 2016). Several authors have demonstrated that choice has a powerful motivating effect: people are more likely to engage in an activity, and to succeed and enjoy it, if they had chosen it (Patall, Cooper, & Robinson, 2008). According to the self-determination theory, people are naturally inclined to interact with the environment in a way that promotes three psychological needs: the need for competence (i.e. feeling effective), for autonomy (i.e. feeling of being the perceived origin of a behavior) and for relatedness (i.e. feeling connected to others) (Deci & Ryan, 2002). Social contexts that fulfil these needs will thus enhance intrinsic motivation, namely the desire to carry out an activity for self-gratification (as opposed to extrinsic motivation, related to the desire to carry out an activity for external rewards). Providing choice is one way to enhance a person’s experience of competence and autonomy (Langer, 1975; Ryan & Deci, 2000). Consequently, the self-determination theory holds that choice should result in positive intrinsic motivation, which in turn leads to higher performance and satisfaction (Patall et al., 2008). When applied to the subject of food, one can expect that providing the opportunity for an individual to choose the food he or she wants to consume would elicit an increased motivation to eat, as well as greater food enjoyment.

Food variety is defined as providing an individual with foods that differ on at least one sensory characteristic (Raynor & Epstein, 2001). Again, several authors have observed a positive effect of providing food variety on food intake within a meal (McCrary, Burke, & Roberts, 2012; Meengs, Roe, & Rolls, 2012; Pliner, Polivy, Herman, & Zakalusny, 1980; Raynor & Epstein, 2001; Rolls et al., 1981; Spiegel & Stellar, 1990). For instance, Meengs et al. (2012) observed that participants ate more vegetables when served three types of vegetables side by side (simultaneous variety) than when served only one type. Barbara J. Rolls et al. (1981) showed that participants
ate more when offered a variety of food in succession (sequential variety) (sandwiches with four different fillings; three different flavored-yoghurts) than when offered the same food throughout a meal. In their review of literature, McCrory et al. (2012) found an average increase of 22% in food intake (amount or energy) when providing food variety within a meal (the meta-analysis was based on 10 within-subject design studies assessing sequential and simultaneous variety). It has been argued that providing food variety may prevent the onset of specific-sensory satiation that refers to a drop in pleasantness of an eaten food aroused by its ingestion in contrast to other non-eaten foods. In fact, Rolls, Rolls, Rowe, & Sweeney (1981) observed that liking decreased more for an eaten food than a non-eaten food and that these changes in liking were highly correlated with subsequent food intake: participants ate more when they were served a different food (the “non-eaten food”) than when they were served the same food (the “eaten food”). However, in some studies, variety also increased food selection, even if participants did not consume the foods (Bucher, Siegrist, & van der Horst, 2014; Keenan, Brunstrom, & Ferriday, 2015; Wilkinson, Hinton, Fay, Rogers, & Brunstrom, 2013). Bucher et al. (2014) observed that children served themselves significantly more vegetables when presented with two vegetables than only one. Wilkinson et al. (2013) argued that variety may affect the cognitive representation of food quantities, which in turn may increase served portions. In fact, these authors showed that participants increased their anticipated pleasantness and selected a larger portion to eat when provided with a sequential variety of foods compared to a no-variety condition.

Literature then shows that providing food choice or providing food variety may increase meal enjoyment and food intake. Until the present moment, these two factors have been mainly investigated separately, while they may actually co-occur in real-life settings. In fact, in many out-of-home catering situations, individuals have the possibility to choose as many dishes as they
desire from among different proposals for their meal. Consequently, the aim of the present study was to assess the impact of choice and/or variety on food liking and food intake during a lunch. Specifically, four conditions that may occur in real life were compared: (i) participants were served with one dish randomly selected from among three alternatives (no-choice/no-variety condition); (ii) participants chose one dish from among three alternatives (choice/no-variety condition); (iii) participants were served with the three dishes (no-choice/variety condition); and (iv) participants chose as many dishes as they desired from among three alternatives (choice/variety condition).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The food products

Three green vegetable recipes were selected from 27 recipes by an on-line questionnaire carried out by 205 French adults (a separate group from the participants in the present study). For each recipe, these adults were asked to indicate if they had already tasted it and then to rate their liking according to a 10-point hedonic scale ranging from “I do not like it at all” (0) to “I like it very much” (10). They were also asked to indicate their frequency of consumption (“more than 5 times per year”; “between 1 and 5 times per year”; “less than one time per year”). The results allowed us to select recipes that are commonly eaten and similarly liked by French adults. These recipes consisted in green beans with butter (mean liking: M=7.4, SEM=0.1), zucchinis with olive oil (mean liking: M=7.7, SEM=0.2) and spinach with cream (mean liking: M=7.4, SEM=0.2).

The green beans (extra-fine frozen green beans, Thiriet®), the zucchinis (frozen zucchinis, Thiriet®) and the spinach (frozen spinach leaves, Thiriet®) were cooked in a pressure cooker at 1
bar for 90 sec, 130 sec and 85 sec, respectively. Then, they were seasoned with butter (1.6 g per 100 g of cooked green beans), olive oil (3.4 g per 100 g of cooked zucchinis) or 30 %-fat cream (7.9 g per 100 g of cooked spinach), respectively. The amount of fatty ingredient added in each dish was adjusted so that the difference in energy content did not exceed 20 kcal while still fitting typical French culinary habits. Lastly, all the vegetables were seasoned with salt (0.15/100 g) and pepper (0.035/100 g). The nutritional content of each dish is displayed on Table 1. The dishes were prepared 2 hours before each meal and reheated in a microwave just before being served, the serving temperature being between 50 and 60°C.

**Table 1 about here**

**Participants**

Fifty-nine healthy and normal weight volunteers were recruited from Dijon (France) and its surroundings between January and April 2015. The recruitment criteria were as follows: aged between 18 and 40 years old; having a normal and stable weight (BMI between 18.5 and 26 kg/m² and no weight variation greater than 3 kg during the last three months); scoring lower than 14 on the restraint scale and lower than 12 on the disinhibition scale of the Three Factor Eating Questionnaire (Stunkard & Messick, 1985) (Harden, Corfe, Richardson, Dettmar, & Paxman, 2009); not taking any drugs liable to have an impact on appetite (e.g. corticoids, antidepressants); not on a diet; non-smoker; not abusing alcohol; neither pregnant nor breastfeeding; not allergic to any ingredients proposed during the study and having already eaten the vegetable dishes before. Furthermore, candidates were asked to rate their liking for the three selected recipes (green beans with butter, zucchinis with olive oil, spinach with cream) on a 10-point hedonic scale in an online questionnaire. To be recruited, a candidate had to have similar liking scores for the recipes
(i.e. the liking scores of the three recipes differed by no more than 2 points on the hedonic scale) and could not have rejected any of the recipes (i.e. the liking scores should be higher than 2 points for the three recipes).

With the aim of preventing any biases due to change in their behavior, participants were unaware of the real purpose of the experiment (i.e. to study the impact of choice and/or variety on food liking and food intake) and were told that the experiment was designed to study the influence of tea on satiety. The experimental protocol was approved by the French Ethics Committee for Research CPP Est I (#2014-A01709-38). The participants received financial compensation for their participation.

**Experimental design**

Participants took part in four sessions during lunch (the order of the sessions was balanced across participants according to a Williams Latin square):

- a *no-choice/no-variety* session (NC/NV): the participant was served one vegetable dish that was randomly selected from among the three vegetable dishes;
- a *choice/no-variety* session (C/NV): the participant was simultaneously presented the three vegetable dishes and asked to choose one of the three;
- a *no-choice/variety* session (NC/V): the participant was served the three vegetable dishes side by side;
- a *choice/variety* session (C/V): the participant was simultaneously presented the three vegetable dishes and asked to choose as many dishes as he or she desired.

Sessions were separated by at least 4 days.
**Procedure**

The participants were asked to have the same breakfast each test day at least three hours before the session and not to eat or drink (except water) until the session (sessions started at 12:00). For each session, the participants were served a main course of ham (Monique Ranou®,) with vegetables as described in the following. For the choice condition (C/NV and C/V), the three vegetable dishes were displayed in small portions in front of each participant in a random order. The participants were asked to choose one of the dishes (C/NV) or as many dishes as they desired (C/V) without tasting them first. They could not see one another’s choices in order to rule out any social influence on choice. Whatever the condition, the participants received 400±2 g of vegetables: when they were served one vegetable dish (NC/NV, C/NV and when a participant chose one dish in C/V), they were given 400±2 g of this dish (Fig. 1); when they were served two vegetable dishes (when a participant chose two dishes in C/V), they were given 200±2 g of each dish; when they were served three vegetable dishes (NC/V and when a participant chose three dishes in C/V), they were given 133±2 g of each dish. The participants were allowed to eat as much vegetables as they desired. A second helping was systematically proposed to participants who finished their plate.

During the first session, the participants were instructed to eat as many slices of ham as they desired, and the amount that each participant consumed was recorded. During the following sessions, the participants were served the amount of ham that they had consumed during session 1 and were asked to eat the full portion. Each participant then consumed the same amount of ham with vegetables throughout all the sessions. After the main course, the participants were served a 350 g portion of apple puree (Compote de Pommes Morceaux Andros®) and were allowed to consume the quantity they desired. At the end of each session, they were offered a cup of tea that
varied in flavor throughout the four sessions. At each session, participants were offered mineral water (Evian). The sessions were carried out in a room deprived of food references and the participants sat in individual booths.

**Figure 1 about here**

**Measurements**

The participants’ food and water intake was measured by weighing the plates before and after consumption (accuracy: ±1 g). The participants rated their feeling of hunger on a 100 mm visual analog scale ranging from “I am not at all hungry” to “I am extremely hungry” before eating, after the main course and after the meal. They rated their liking for the vegetable course, the ham and the apple puree after the meal according to a 10-point hedonic scale ranging from “I do not like it at all” (0) to “I like it very much” (10). The participants also rated their feeling of hunger one hour after the meal to credit the false pretense of the study (i.e. study the influence of tea on satiety), but these data were not analyzed.

At the end of the last session, the participants rated their liking for each vegetable dish on a 10-point hedonic scale. Finally, each participant was weighed and there height was measured.

**Data analysis**

*Main outcomes.* Liking scores collected at the end of the meal for the vegetable course (vegetable liking) and the quantities of vegetables consumed (vegetable intake) were submitted to two different linear mixed models:

- A two-factor linear mixed model with *condition* (NC/NV; NC/V; C/NV; C/V) and *session position* as fixed factors and *participant* as random factor. This model enabled the comparison of the four conditions of vegetable presentations.
- A three-factor linear mixed model with choice (choice; no-choice), variety (variety; no-variety), their interaction and session position as fixed factors, and participant as random factor. This model would emphasize the occurrence of a choice effect and/or a variety effect by comparing the choice sessions (C/NV and C/V) with the no-choice sessions (NC/NV and NC/V) and the variety sessions (C/V and NC/V) with the no-variety sessions (C/NV and NC/NV), respectively.

Session position corresponds to the order of the sessions and was taken into account to investigate a possible effect of tiredness throughout the four sessions.

Secondary outcomes. Liking scores collected at the end of the last session for each vegetable dish were submitted to a one-factor linear mixed model with dish as fixed factor and participant as random factor. Hunger scores collected during the four sessions were submitted to a two-factor linear mixed model with condition (NC/NV; NC/V; C/NV; C/V) and session position as fixed factors and participant as random factor.

Statistical analyses were conducted using R with the “nlme” package for linear mixed models and the “lsmeans” package for post-hoc analyses (without adjustment)(R Development Core Team, 2006). Means (M) were associated with their standard errors (SEM). The threshold for significance was set at 5%.

RESULTS

Fifty-nine volunteers were initially recruited in this study but two volunteers did not attend all sessions and three volunteers under-estimated their weight (over 26 kg/m²) in the on-line recruitment questionnaire. Their data were removed from the final dataset. The final dataset included 54 participants (47 women and 7 men) with an average age of 27.4 years (SD=6.8), an
average BMI of 21.7 kg/m² (SD=2.1) and average scores of TFEQ-D and TFEQ-R of 6.1 (SD=2.5) and 6.7 (SD=3.4), respectively.

Among these 54 volunteers, ten participants ate the whole portion(s) of vegetable(s) that was (were) served on their plate throughout the four conditions: 8 participants systematically cleared their vegetable plate for the first helping and did not ask for a second helping; 2 participants systematically cleared the first helping, asked at some sessions for a second helping and likewise cleared it. On average, these participants ate 409 g (SEM=7) of vegetables throughout the four sessions. The tendency to eat the whole portion on one’s plate refers to a so-called “plate clearing” behavior (Robinson, Aveyard, & Jebb, 2015). As it may be hypothesized that for plate clearers, food intake mainly depends on the quantity of food served on their plate rather than on external signals such as contextual factors, the statistical analyses were conducted for the whole population (n=54) and for the population without the plate clearers (n=44).

**Main outcomes**

The mean consumption of vegetable, ham, apple puree and water in the 4 conditions are presented in **Table 2**.

**Table 2 about here**

**Table 3** presents the results of the two-factor and three-factor linear mixed models on vegetable liking and vegetable intake for the population with and without plate clearers. We did not observe any session position effect on vegetable liking or vegetable intake.

**Table 3 about here**
Whole population (n=54). The two-factor model revealed a significant condition effect on vegetable liking (F(3,154)=12.28, p<0.001) but not on vegetable intake. According to post-hoc analyses, participants gave higher liking scores to the vegetable course in the choice/variety than in the no-choice/variety condition, which is associated with higher liking score than the no-choice/no-variety condition. The choice/no-variety condition is intermediate between the choice/variety and no-choice/variety conditions (Fig. 2). The three-factor model revealed significant choice and variety effects on vegetable liking (choice: F(1,154)=22.15, p<0.001; variety: F(1,154)=11.54, p<0.001) and an almost significant effect of choice on vegetable intake (F(1,154)=2.89, p=0.09). Participants gave higher liking scores to the vegetable course and tended to eat more vegetables when provided choice (liking: M=7.7, SEM=0.1; intake: M=340 g, SEM=8) compared to the no-choice conditions (liking: M=7.0, SEM=0.2; intake: M=326 g, SEM=10). They also gave higher liking scores to the vegetable course in variety conditions (M=7.6, SEM=0.1) compared to the no-variety conditions (M=7.1, SEM=0.2). Providing choice led to a 10% increase in liking compared to not having choice while providing variety led to a 7% increase in liking compared to offering only one vegetable dish.

**Figure 2 about here**

Without plate clearers (n=44). The two-factor model also revealed a significant condition effect on vegetable liking (F(3,154)=10.59, p<0.001) and on vegetable intake (F(3,154)=2.86, p<0.05). According to post-hoc analyses, participants gave higher liking scores in no-choice/variety, choice/no-variety and choice/variety conditions than in the no-choice/no-variety condition, and ate more in choice/no-variety and choice/variety conditions than in the no-choice/no-variety condition (Fig. 3). The three-factor model revealed significant choice and variety effects on vegetable liking (choice: F(1,124)=18.91, p<0.001; variety: F(1,124)=9.68, p<0.01) and a
significant choice effect on vegetable intake ($F(1,124)=5.51, p<0.05$). Participants gave higher liking scores in choice situations ($M=7.6$, SEM=0.2) than in no-choice situations ($M=6.8$, SEM=0.2). They also gave higher liking scores to the vegetable course in variety conditions ($M=7.5$, SEM=0.2) compared to the no-variety conditions ($M=6.9$, SEM=0.2). Participants ate more vegetables in choice conditions ($M=326$ g, SEM=9) than in no-choice conditions ($M=305$ g, SEM=11). Providing choice led to a 12% increase in liking and a 7% increase in intake compared to not having choice. Providing variety led to a 9% increase in liking compared to offering only one vegetable dish.

**Figure 3 about here**

In the choice/variety condition, participants were asked to choose as many dishes as they desired from among three proposals. In this condition, 32 and 12 participants chose two and three vegetable dishes, respectively, while 10 participants chose only one vegetable dish. Senso strictu, the latter were not in a variety condition when eating the main course (they only had one vegetable dish served on their plate). However, when these participants were removed for data analysis, we observed the same pattern of results, namely a choice effect ($F(1,97)=6.47; p<0.05$) but no significant variety effect ($F(1,97)=0.81; p=0.37$) on vegetable intake.

**Secondary outcomes**

Vegetable dish pleasantness. No significant dish effect was observed on the liking scores collected at the end of the last session for each vegetable dish, either for the whole population (green beans: $M=6.8$, SEM=0.3; zucchinis: $M=7.4$, SEM=0.3; spinach: $M=7.0$, SEM=0.3) or for participants without plate clearers (green beans: $M=6.6$, SEM=0.3; zucchinis: $M=7.2$, SEM=0.3; spinach: $M=7.0$, SEM=0.3). There was an average difference of $M=2.6$ (SEM=0.3) points
between the liking scores of the three vegetable recipes for the whole population, and M=2.8 (SEM=0.3) points for the participants without plate clearers.

_Hunger sensation._ For the whole population, the two-factor model did not reveal any significant _condition_ effects on hunger scores collected before eating, after the main course or after the meal. Results revealed a significant _session position_ effect after the main course (F(3,153)=3.39, p<0.05), but no effect before eating and after the meal. Hunger scores after the main course at the session 1 (M=5.2, SEM=1.1) were lesser than scores at sessions 3 (M=8.2, SEM=1.4) and 4 (M=9.9, SEM=1.9).

For the population without plate clearers, the two-factor model did not reveal any significant _condition_ effect on hunger scores collected before eating, after the main course or after the meal. Results revealed a significant _session position_ effect after the main course (F(3,124)=3.51, p<0.05) but no effect before eating and after the meal. After the main course, hunger scores at the session 1 (M=5.2, SEM=1.3) were lesser than scores at sessions 3 (M=8.9, SEM=1.6) and 4 (M=8.6, SEM=1.5).

As we hypothesized that for plate clearers, food intake mainly depends on the quantity of food served on their plate rather than on external signals such as contextual factors, we calculated the correlation between hunger scores collected before the meal and food intake for non-clearers and plate-clearers. A significant correlation was observed for the non-clearers (Pearson coefficient: R=0.17; p<0.05 for vegetable intake; R=0.22; p<0.01 for meal intake) but not for the plate-clearers (Pearson coefficient: R=0.08; p=0.63 for vegetable intake; R=0.11; p=0.48 for meal intake).
DISCUSSION

This study aimed at comparing the effects of providing choice and/or variety on food intake and food liking. Results showed that both choice and variety increase food liking for the population with and without plate clearers. Nevertheless, we only observed a significant increasing effect of choice on the quantities of vegetables consumed for participants that were not plate clearers (participants who did not clear their plate at each session). We did not find any variety effect on vegetable intake. We observed no synergy effect between choice and variety on vegetable liking and vegetable intake (i.e. the effect in the choice/variety condition was not significantly higher than the effects in the no-choice/variety and choice/no-variety conditions). However, food liking and food intake in the no-choice & no-variety condition tended to be smaller than the other conditions, and we can note rule out that a large sample size might have revealed significant interactions.

The impact of choice on food liking and food intake corroborates previous results obtained in similar experimental conditions (Altintzoglou et al., 2015; Parizel et al., 2016; Rohlfis Domínguez et al., 2013). According to the self-determination theory, providing choice fulfills the consumer’s needs for competence and autonomy and thus promotes higher intrinsic motivation, which in turn leads to higher satisfaction and engagement (Patall et al., 2008; Ryan & Deci, 2000). However, it has also been argued that the impact of choice on food behavior may result from the fact that offering choice gives consumers the opportunity to choose their favorite food among proposals with might lead to higher consumption (Yeomans, 1996; De Graaf et al., 1999; Bolhuis et al., 2012). In the present experiment, this “preference” effect was minimized by recruiting participants who gave similar liking scores to the three vegetables, in order to study the impact of choice per se. Accordingly, liking ratings performed at the end of the study did not reveal
significant differences between the three vegetable dishes. However, it cannot be ruled out that some participants ate more in the *choice* and *variety* conditions because they were given the opportunity to eat the vegetable dish(es) they individually preferred in these conditions compared to the *no-choice/no-variety* condition. Furthermore, to make the variety condition as close as possible to a natural setting, participants were not explicitly asked to consume each of the vegetable dishes served on their plate. Rather, they were free to consume the vegetable dishes they desired. Actually, one consumer ate two vegetable dishes while the 53 others ate three vegetable dishes in the *no-choice/variety* condition, but the presence of choice in this condition cannot be ruled out: participants were free to choose the dishes they wanted to consume from among the dishes that were served on the plate. Accordingly, Zeinstra, Renes, Koelen, Kok, & Graaf (2010) and Rohlfs Domínguez et al. (2013) compared a situation in which children were asked to choose one vegetable dish from among two proposals with a situation in which children were served a plate containing both vegetable dishes. The authors likewise acknowledged that the latter situation involved choice in addition to variety. This may account for the fact that in the present experiment, the difference between the *no-choice* and *choice* conditions tended to be higher in the *no-variety* condition than in the *variety* condition (Figure 2).

Results of the present experiment did not show a significant effect of simultaneous variety on vegetable intake, contrary to what was expected from the literature (Meengs et al., 2012; Bucher et al., 2014; Spiegel & Stellar, 1990; Pliner et al., 1980). For instance, Meengs et al. (2012) observed an increase in vegetable intake when consumers were served three vegetables on their plate compared to situations where consumers received a single vegetable. Bucher et al. (2014) showed that children served themselves higher amount of vegetable in a variety condition (carrot and peas) compared to a no-variety condition (carrot or peas). The discrepancy between the
results from this study and those in the literature may result from a difference in perceived variety of the assortment. In the present experiment, participants were served three vegetable dishes that varied in shape, taste and texture but not in color (green vegetables), while in the study by Meengs et al. (2012) participants were served three vegetables dishes that also varied in color (carrot, broccoli and peas). In fact, Rolls et al. (1981) observed that variety had a greater effect on food intake when participants were served yogurts that varied in taste, appearance and texture, than when participants were served yogurts that varied in flavor only. In a series of studies, Kahn & Wansink (2004) demonstrated that the structure of an assortment moderates the effect of variety on food intake. For instance, they observed an increase of consumption when the number of colors increased in an assortment of M&M’s (10 colors versus 7 colors) providing that the distribution of the colors is asymmetric (i.e., colors are not presented at the same frequency). Furthermore, Redden (2006) showed that the enjoyment of eating jelly beans decreased faster when participants considered the candies as being part of a single general category (“jelly bean”) than when participants considered the candies as belonging to different flavor-based subcategories (e.g. “cherry jelly bean”, “orange jelly bean”). The author suggested that individuals paid more attention to the differences between the alternatives when achieving subcategorization, and thus perceived the successive eating episodes to be less repetitive. Consequently, consumers who consider their foods as belonging to different subcategories were less satiated. In the present experiment it may be hypothesized that participants considered the three vegetable dishes as belonging to the general category “green vegetables” instead of three different subcategories (i.e. “green beans”, “zucchinis”, “spinach”). Another possible limitation of the present study that may explain the lack of a variety effect on intake is the fact in the choice/variety condition, participants were asked to choose as many dishes as they desired from among three proposals. This was done to make the choice condition as close as possible to a real-
life situation. In this condition, 10 participants chose only one vegetable dish and were not *senso strictu* in a variety condition when eating the main course (they only had one vegetable dish served on their plate). However, when these participants were removed for data analysis, we observed the same pattern of results on food intake (i.e. a *choice* effect but no significant *variety* effect).

Finally, we observed that 10 participants cleared their plate at each of the four sessions. The tendency to eat the whole portion on one’s plate refers to a so-called “plate clearing” behavior (Robinson et al., 2015) and it has been observed that “plate clearers” finish their plate whether they choose the portion or were served the portion – as in the present experiment (Fay et al., 2011; Hinton et al., 2013; Robinson et al., 2015; Wansink & Johnson, 2015). This behavior is purported to result either from early parental practices (Birch, McPhee, Shoba, Steinberg, & Krehbiel, 1987) or from ethical concerns such as avoiding food wastage (Robinson et al., 2015). Consequently, it may be hypothesized that plate clearers show little sensitivity to internal signals such as hunger or external signals such as contextual factors: their food intake mainly depends on the quantity of food served on their plate. The analysis of results from individuals displaying no tendency of plate clearing showed an increasing effect of choice on their intake. These results emphasized that people are differently sensitive to signals of meal termination: when in the same state of hunger, some individuals mainly rely on the portion served on their plate while others are more sensitive to contextual factors, such as having choice. Interestingly, a significant correlation between hunger score collected before the meal and food intake (vegetable intake and meal intake) was observed for the non-clearers but not for the plate-clearers.

**CONCLUSION**
In conclusion, our results showed that providing choice and variety increased food liking, but only choice increased food intake. Contrary to our expectations, we did not observe any variety effect on food intake and therefore assumed that green vegetables did not arouse enough sensory dissimilarity. The present study did not reveal any synergy effect of providing choice and variety that might be related to the absence of variety effect. Further experiments using more dissimilar vegetables (varying in texture, taste and also color) would be needed before concluding that choice and variety do not interact.
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### TABLE 1

Nutritional composition of vegetable recipes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Energy (kcal/100g)</th>
<th>Protein (g/100g)</th>
<th>Carbohydrates (g/100g)</th>
<th>Fat (g/100g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green beans with butter</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zucchinis with olive oil</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinach with cream</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2

Mean quantities consumed of vegetable dishes, ham, apple puree and water for the whole population and the population without plate clearers in the no-choice/no-variety (NC/NV), no-choice/variety (NC/V), choice/no-variety (C/NV) and choice/variety (C/V) conditions. Results are expressed in mean ± SD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NC/NV</th>
<th>NC/V</th>
<th>C/NV</th>
<th>C/V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole population (n=54)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable (g) a</td>
<td>318 ± 98</td>
<td>335 ± 108</td>
<td>340 ± 91</td>
<td>340 ± 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham (g) b</td>
<td>54 ± 19</td>
<td>54 ± 19</td>
<td>54 ± 19</td>
<td>54 ± 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple puree (g) c</td>
<td>266 ± 101</td>
<td>264 ± 100</td>
<td>263 ± 100</td>
<td>256 ± 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water (ml)</td>
<td>291 ± 151</td>
<td>319 ± 162</td>
<td>318 ± 141</td>
<td>300 ± 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total energy intake (kcal)</td>
<td>469 ± 130</td>
<td>478 ± 136</td>
<td>463 ± 126</td>
<td>468 ± 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without plate-clearers (n=44)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable (g) a</td>
<td>294 ± 90</td>
<td>316 ± 108</td>
<td>327 ± 96</td>
<td>326 ± 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham (g) b</td>
<td>51 ± 18</td>
<td>51 ± 18</td>
<td>51 ± 18</td>
<td>51 ± 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple puree (g) c</td>
<td>254 ± 106</td>
<td>257 ± 105</td>
<td>255 ± 105</td>
<td>247 ± 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water (ml)</td>
<td>300 ± 157</td>
<td>328 ± 173</td>
<td>325 ± 146</td>
<td>306 ± 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total energy intake (kcal)</td>
<td>441 ± 128</td>
<td>459 ± 142</td>
<td>451 ± 134</td>
<td>451 ± 105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Participants were served a 400±2 g portion of vegetables, were allowed to eat as much vegetables as they desired and a second helping was systematically proposed to participants who finished their plate. b Participants were served the amount of ham that they had consumed during session 1 and were asked to eat the full portion in the subsequent 3 sessions. c Participants were served a 350 g portion of apple puree and were allowed to eat as much apple puree as they desired and a second helping was systematically proposed to participants who finished their plate.
TABLE 3

Results of the two-factor and three-factor linear mixed model on vegetable liking and vegetable intake for the whole population and for the population without the plate clearers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole population</td>
<td>Vegetable liking</td>
<td>Two-factor</td>
<td>condition</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>12.28</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>session position</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Three-factor</td>
<td>choice</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>variety</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>11.54</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>choice:variety</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>session position</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vegetable intake</td>
<td>Two-factor</td>
<td>condition</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>session position</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Three-factor</td>
<td>choice</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>variety</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>choice:variety</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>session position</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without the plate clearers</td>
<td>Vegetable liking</td>
<td>Two-factor</td>
<td>condition</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>10.59</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>session position</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Three-factor</td>
<td>choice</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>18.91</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>variety</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>9.68</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>choice:variety</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>session position</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vegetable intake</td>
<td>Two-factor</td>
<td>condition</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>session position</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Three-factor</td>
<td>choice</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>variety</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>choice:variety</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>session position</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE LEGENDS

FIGURE 1
Pictures representing the 400g-portions of vegetables served to the participants (a: spinach with cream; b: green beans with butter; c: zucchinis with olive oil).

FIGURE 2
Mean liking scores of the consumed vegetable (±SEM) (A), mean quantities of consumed vegetable (±SEM) (B) for each condition for the whole population. Means with different letters (a, b and c) stand for significant differences (p<0.05) (the p-values were obtained from post-hoc analyses (lsmeans package) following the 2-factor linear mixed model that revealed a condition effect)

FIGURE 3
Mean liking scores of the consumed vegetable (±SEM) (A), mean quantities of consumed vegetable (±SEM) (B) for each condition for the population without the plate clearers. Means with different letters (a, b and c) stand for significant differences (p<0.05) (the p-values were obtained from post-hoc analyses (lsmeans package) following the 2-factor linear mixed model that revealed a condition effect)
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